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ABSTRACT 
Competition in Hong Kong credit card market has 
become intense in recent years. Credit card 
companies have tried to lure more customers by-
making their products more competitive. Features as 
free gifts for applications, longer interest-free 
repayment period, higher credit limit and bonus 
points program are added to credit cards. 
Different credit card companies offer different 
bonus points programs. These programs have the same 
principle that bonus points are earned for the 
dollars spent with the cards. Bonus points can then 
be redeemed for different benefits like entering 
lucky draws, discounted merchandise, free gifts, 
cash bonus, waiver of annual fee, tickets for film 
previews, etc. Even the recently launched flyer 
programs of American Express, Citibank and Hongkong 
Bank are bonus points programs themselves. 
This research was to investigate how a 
successful bonus points program should be designed. 
Specifically, we compared the effectiveness of two 
common benefits: namely lucky draws and discounted 
merchandise in inducing heavier credit card usage. 
We also tried to look into the demographics and 
psychographics of different groups of cardholders 
iv 
who prefer different benefits. Opinion about the 
present bonus points programs in Hong Kong was also 
collected. 
The research was conducted in the form of a 
controlled experiment and a questionnaire survey. 
65 students from the Chinese University, a technical 
institute and an evening institute were recruited as 
subjects. Interviews with American Express and 
Citibank were held to solicit their knowledge and 
expertise about bonus points programs. 
Our research findings showed thrat in selecting 
a credit card, fundamental features like interest-
free repayment period, annual fee, credit limit, 
good general acceptance were still very important. 
Other factors like bonus points program, prestige 
and advertisement were the least important ones. 
These results, however, may not be very applicable 
to high income class as our subjects represented the 
lower income group of cardholders. Nonetheless, we 
envisage that when credit card companies continue to 
add more benefits and cardholders become more 
familiar with the programs, bonus points programs 
will become the core of competition in near future. 
Regarding the benefit of bonus points programs, 
we found 'that cash bonus was the most welcomed, one. 
Others were waiver of annual fee, discounted 
merchandise, free gifts and lucky draws in order of 
preference. 
V 
Waiver of annual fee was found to be preferred by 
the low expenditure group since the annual fee takes 
up a larger portion of their average monthly 
expenditure. Lucky draw was preferred by those 
respondents who have positive gambling attitude. On 
the other hand, we found respondents with positive 
attitude towards mail order tended to like 
discounted merchandise more than those with neutral 
or negative attitude. 
Most respondents found discounted merchandise 
items not very attractive. Those who frequently 
redeemed bonus points for merchandise simply 
answered that they could accumulate enough bonus 
points. Their frequent redemption was not primarily 
due to their desire to seek the benefit or the 
attractiveness of merchandise. On the other hand, 
the infrequent redeemers felt that the merchandise 
was unattractive or not useful. There may be room 
for improvement: in attractiveness, variety and 
discounted prices of the merchandise. 
In designing an effective bonus points program, 
credit card companies should start with 
understanding their customers丨 profile and needs. 
They may segment their market by demographics, 
p sychographi c s or spending behaviour, etc. Then 
they need to identify their target market and choose 
the kinds of benefits： cash bonus, waiver of annual 
fee, discounted merchandise, lucky draws, etc., 
which are more appealing to them. They should also 
vi 
select the prizes for lucky draws and the discounted 
merchandise in a similar fashion. With the target 
market in mind, credit card companies can use the 
bonus points programs for not only rewarding the 
loyal customers, but also effectively attracting new 
trials and inducing heavier card usage. 
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Credit cards have become a way of life for 
decades in developed countries. Credit cards and 
other forms of plastic money have been touted as the 
sign of things to come and there have been 
predictions of a cashless society、 With high-
powered competition from non-bank companies, 
increased solicitations from national and local 
issuers, and the need to improve profitability, 
financial institutions are finding themselves 
fighting for credit card customers as never before. 
In Hong Kong, Diners Club introduced the first 
credit card in 1959. In 1975, the first VISA in 
Hong Kong was issued jointly by the Bank of America 
and the Bank of East Asia. Bank of America was the 
. i -
sole issuer of VISA in Hong Kong until 1980, when 
the Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporation issued 
hers2. In the 1970s and early 1980s, credit cards 
were considered something of a luxury. Hblding 
1 Hendrickson, Robert A . , ThP』Cashless Society. New York： 
Dodd, Mead, 1972. 
2 Anonymous, "The New Trends of Credit Card in Hong Kong."— 
Banking Cnnrse M a g a z i n e , 1990, p . 2 4 . 
2 
credit cards was a symbol of status. However, since 
late 1980s, banks started to make intensive 
marketing efforts and make solicitations to general 
public by lowering the income and age criteria • for 
the application of credit cards. All these efforts 
spurred the growth of the credit card market. 
Actually, being one of the most profitable 
consumer-banking product, credit cards are very 
attractive to banks in Hong Kong. The annual 
interest rate of about 27% on outstanding balances, 
together with higher fees charged on merchants as 
compared with western markets, are enticing many 
card issuers to join this lucrative market. Gold 
Cards, which carry even higher fees and more 
benefits than classic cards, are especially 
profitable and appealing to card issuers]• 
In 1990, there were 2 million credit cards in 
circulation. On average, every person possesses 1.6 
credit cards in Hong Kong4. In 1993, it is 
estimated that about 3 million are in circulation 
and everyone holds about 2 credit cards. However, 
as Hong Kong people are generally become wealthier, 
there are now at least three to four million people 
qualifying for credit cards. Moreover, as compared 
with Singapore, an average person holds 4 to 5 
i -
3 Chang. Leslie. "Pushing Plastic." Hong Kong Week, The 
Asian Wall Street Journal. 18-24 April 1994, p.10. 
4 Anonymous. "The New Trends of Credit Card in Hong Kong." 
Banking rnnrs^ Magazine, 1990, p.24. 
丨’ . • 
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cards, so the credit card market in Hong Kong is 
still far from saturation. 
In order to tap this high potential market, 
card issuers are continuing to add new features to 
lure more customers and competition has become 
intensive in the past few years. Competitive tools 
used by card issuers include free gifts, reduction 
or even waiving of annual fee, lengthening of the 
interest-free repayment period, merchandise 
insurance and reduction of the interest rate for 
overdue payment. Among the sea of competitive 
means, two kinds of benefits _ lucky draws and 
discounted merchandise, two of the most popular 
forms of bonus points programs, are particularly 
interesting. An example of the gifts of bonus 
points programs is shown in Appendix 1. Appendices 
2 and 3 are attached as information for lucky draws. 
As competition becomes fierce, some card 
issuers have drawn up their bonus points programs. 
For every dollar the user charges to his or her 
card, one point is accumulated. The cardholder can 
then use his or her points to redeem free gifts, 
enjoy annual fee waiver, purchase branded 
merchandise at discounts or enter lucky draws. The 
purposes of bonus points programs are numerous and 
they include ： rewarding loyal customers, encoTiraging 
repeated use of cards, building brand loyalty, 
attracting new trials, inducing heavier card usage, 
neutralizing competitors' promotion and capitalizing 
4 
on seasonal, historical or special events. 
In fact, the recent various frequent flyer 
plans launched vigorously by different charge and 
credit card issuers are also based on the bonus 
points system. The two frequent-flyer programs of 
Hongkong Bank and American Express introduced in 
1993 highlights the immense competition among the 
credit card issuers in soliciting credit card 
subscriptions. American Express offers a Membership 
Miles program for its cardmembers. It is a program 
that turns all the accumulated points earned by 
spending into free flights and others rewards like 
entertainment privileges. Free flights can be 
earned on two frequent flyer programs ： Passages, 
Asia's premier frequent flyer program； and Thai's 
-Royal Orchid Plus. In response, Hongkong Bank 
enables its Visa and Master cardholders to earn free 
miles on the Mileage Plus program of US-based United 
Airlines. Other card issuers, who have not linked 
up with the airlines, competed by making aggressive 
promotions like the organizations of lucky draws and 
the granting of •attractive free gifts for all new 
card applications^. Some of the competitive product 
features and the recent promotion programs of the 
major credit and charge cards in Hong Kong are 
i . 
summarised in Table 1. 、 
5 Karp, Jonathan. ”Buy now fly later. Card Issuers Plan 
Linkups with Frequent-flyer Plans." F ^ _ _ E a s f p r n Economic 
Review. 26 August 1993, p.46-47. 
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Pn-rpnQf=> nf t.he S t U ^ 
Although there are many sources describing the 
keen competition in the credit card industry, we 
could not find any study examining the effectiveness 
of different competitive tools, especially the two 
commonly used benefits： namely lucky draw and 
discounted merchandise, on different groups of 
customers. This research paper attempts to look 
into this area. 
We would start by looking into the major 
factors affecting the selection of a credit card. 
Then we would investigate how a successful bonus 
points program can be. designed. Specifically, we 
would compare the effectiveness of the two types of 
benefits, namely lucky draw and discounted 
merchandise under a bonus points program in inducing 
heavier credit card usage. Moreover, the 
demographics and psychographics of those who take 
advantage of lucky draws and discounted merchandise 
would be examined. On the basis of the results of 
this study, some recommendations were provided for 
credit card issuers to employ appropriate marketing 




nf^ ne.ral Descrintion of the Experimental Technique 
A controlled experiment was conducted in order 
to find out whether lucky draws or discounted 
merchandise is more effective in inducing heavier 
card usage. It was a laboratory experiment where 
subjects played a simulation game that involved 
decisions similar to real-life credit card usage. 
This experiment was designed to actually reproduce, 
in miniature, the effects of different bonus points 
programs on consumer choice. 
The main advantage of studying the credit card 
promotion effects by a simulation game rather than 
by simply asking questions about how they would 
respond in various situations is the greater ability 
to observe effects that the consumers are unable or 
-
unwilling to report. If questions like "how much 
more is your credit card usage after the launching 
of the bonus points program?" are asked, we will 
jump into a real danger of using the subjects' 
memory or imagination, which is highly unreliable. 
The respondents may also be unwilling to 
provide the information because it is somewhat an 
7 
invasion of privacy. The problem is particularly 
severe when we ask sensitive questions about their 
own credit card usage and behaviour towards 
different bonus points programs. When a consumer is 
asked to predict his or her response to a particular 
program, the consumer's answer is very likely to be 
based on his belief on what he ought to do rather 
than what he actually does. In addition, there may 
also be social pressures that would lead consumers 
away from admitting that their behaviour is anything 
less than realistic, rational and practical. 
The main disadvantage of the simulation 
technique is that it does not allow the observation 
of real credit card usage behaviour. There are some 
features of bonus points programs, such as grand 
prize of lucky draws, discounted merchandise, etc. 
which can only be simulated in the game. The 
simulation technique dealt with these limitations by 
encouraging the subjects to act in the same way as 
they actually behaved in the past. Moreover, we 
intentionally arranged the simulation technique into 
the form of a competitive game. The game was played 
by around 15 subjects each time who competed against 
each other for a prize. The players started out 
with equal resources and equal spending lists； the 
winner was the player who completed the spending 
with the greatest amount of money left. 
This competitive game aspect of the simulation 
technique can be expected to increase the subject's 
8 
involvement with the task and thus increase the 
realism of the simulation. On the other hand, in 
order to avoid the players merely seeking the prize 
and not truly reporting their past behaviour, they 
were not given sufficient information to determine 
whether greater usage of credit cards could have 
greater savings. 
• The other objectives were achieved by asking 
the subjects to fill in a questionnaire about the 
bonus points programs after the game. Some credit 
card issuers were also interviewed to give us 
practical insights into the programs. 
Sub-iects Used 
Simulation Game 
For convenience purpose, totally 23 
undergraduate students at the Chinese University of 
Hong Kong, 25 evening students of Morrison Hill 
Technical Institute and 17 advanced level students 
of St. Gloria Evening Institute were recruited by 
advertisement and referrals. A sample of the 
advertisement used for recruiting C.U. students is 
enclosed in Appendix 4. The significance of these 
subjects is that the college and evening students 
will become or are main credit card users and they 
came from a variety of background. In order to make 
sure that the subjects have the experience of credit 
card usage, we required each applicant currently 
9 
holds at least one credit card himself or herself. 
Company Interview 
Issuers of credit cards including Hongkong 
Bank, Citibank, Chase Manhattan and American Express 
were asked for interviews. Only Citibank and 
American Express accepted our request. 
Details of the Experiment 
The instruments for this study were pre-tested 
and modified before they were used in the fieldwork. 
The experiment was conducted in five settings 
and was held at the Chinese University, the 
technical institute and the evening institute 
respectively. 
Each participant was given a HK$50 voucher of 
Watson's store. In addition, one winner out of 
about 15 participants who had the greatest amount of 
money left in his or her account would receive a 
prize valued HK$50. The experiment was started with 
a short briefing about how to play the game and the 
criterion to become the winner. The objectives of 
the experiment were not disclosed throughout the 
experiment. 
The simulation game was divided into four 
sessions with each one lasted for about 15 minutes. 
In each session the subjects were given a worksheet 
showing a spending list. The spending list was 
similar to one month's expenditure of a student (See 
10 
Appendix 5) . The expenditures include purchase of 
goods, karaoke, dining in restaurants, etc., and 
the amount of each expenditure varied from $60 to 
$2,000. The subjects were asked to complete the 
spending list with the budget limit of HK$5,000. 
They could choose paying the bills by cash or credit 
cards. We made all the shops on the spending list 
accept credit cards. 
In the game there were two brands of credit 
cards for them to apply for. The annual fee, 
interest rate for overdue balance, credit limit, 
etc. , were the same for both credit cards. They 
only differed in the benefits of their bonus points 
programs. One card (card A) allowed the users to 
redeem the bonus points for purchasing discounted 
merchandise. The other one (card X) allowed the 
users to enter a lucky draw for each 100 bonus 
points accumulated. The prize of the lucky drav; was 
a hypothetical apartment whose value would be added 
to the final account of the lucky draw winner. 
At the end of each session, the players were 
given a few minutes to calculate their cash left and 
i _ -
their debits to the credit card accounts. Annual 
fees and/or interest fees for the overdue amount 
were also included at that time. 
To make the game less artificial, a catalog 
(see Appendix 6) showing the required points for 
redemption as well as the discounts of the selected 
merchandise were distributed to Card A holders. 
• ,'‘； 
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Nonetheless, not until the last session would they 
know what discounted merchandise in the catalog they 
could buy. Therefore, the players could not know 
whether the savings from the discounted merchandise 
would exceed the annual fee of credit card A until 
the end of the game. 
At the end of the last session (session four), 
the outstanding balances of the credit card accounts 
were settled and the total cash left over were 
calculated. A number was assigned to each 100 bonus 
points of card X users. 
Then the lucky draw winner was determined by 
drawing a random number and matching it with those 
numbers previously assigned to card X users. The 
probability of winning the lucky draw was designed 
to be 1 in 10,000. This number was arbitrarily 
chosen to be large enough to make sure that they 
could not win the prize easily. The players were 
told that the successful rate was the same as that 
of the lucky draw of a real credit card. The actual 
probability rate in this experiment would not affect 
the subjects' behaviour as long as they felt that 
the chances were similar. 丨 
The value of the apartment was added to the 
account of the lucky draw winner. The winner of the 
game would be the one who had the greatest amount of 
money in his or her account. 
12 
After the simulation game, the subjects were 
asked to complete a questionnaire. Questions 
included behaviour in the simulation game, opinions 
on existing bonus points program, personal 
attitudes, interests and background, etc. A sample 
of the questionnaire is attached in Appendix 7. 
4 -
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DATA ANALYSIS & DISCUSSION 
Sixty-five sets of worksheets and 
questionnaires were completed of which 63 were 
valid. 
Among the respondents, 25 are males and 38 are 
females (refer to Appendix 8) . 17 percent of them 
have household monthly income per family member 
$6,000 or below. The majority (42 percent) is 
between $6,000 and $10,000. Twenty-four percent 
have income between $10,001 and $14,000. The rest 
of them (17 percent) has household monthly income 
per family member greater than $14,000. The results 
are shown in Appendix 9. 
Concerning monthly expenditure, 52.4 percent of 
the respondents have average monthly expenditure 
$3,,000 or below. T w e n t y - s e v e n percent of them are 
within the range of $3,000 to $5,000 and 20.6 
% 
percent of those have expenditure more than $5,000 
per month (see Appendix 10) . With respect to age, 
41.3% are aged below 22 and 58.7% are above 22^ years 
old (see Appendix 11). 
The first two questions in the questionnaire 
were designed to screen out the unwanted 
14 
respondents. The questionnaires would be disposed 
of for those who could correctly spell out the 
objectives of the experiment. After screening the 
questionnaires, no one could figure out the 
objectives exactly. 
Asking if their credit card usage in the 
experiment was similar to their past or expected 
behaviour, only two of the participants said that 
their behaviour was dissimilar and hence their 
worksheets were abandoned. All others agreed that 
their behaviour in the simulation game was similar 
to that in the real life. Thus, it was ensured that 
the data for analysis reflected the reality. 
With regard to the spending patterns in the 
simulation game, only spending in the first three 
periods were calculated. It was because in the 
fourth period, the bonus points accumulated could be 
redeemed to purchase the merchandise at discounts. 
As a result, there should be a tendency for Credit 
Card A users to use the card in the fourth period. 
Thus, data in this period were not used for 
analysis. 
. . - i “ 
The mean cash expenditure was $932.54, whereas 
those of Credit Card X (the card having a lucky 
draw) and Credit Card A (the bonus points of which 
can be used to buy discounted merchandise^ were 
$1,960.95 and $5,783.49 respectively. 
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A t-test for the comparison of two sample 
means, i.e. means of spending by Credit Card X and 
Credit Card A, was conducted. The null and 
alternative hypotheses were formed. 
Ho： The mean spendings of Credit Card X and Credit 
Card A are the same. 
Ha： The mean spendings of Credit Card X and Credit 
Card A are significantly different from each 
other. 
The significance level chosen was .05. Using SPSS 
software to perforin the t-test, we found that the 
two-tail probability was .000. Therefore, we can 
reject the hypothesis' that the mean spendings of 
Credit Card X and Credit Card A are the same. This 
shows that th'e bonus points program having the 
benefit of discounted merchandise is more appealing 
to the respondents. 
The subjects were also asked to indicate how 
long they have used the credit card services. The 
purpose was to screen out those infrequent redeemers 
who were new cardholders. The result was that all 
the participants have owned credit cards for more 
. . . " I _ 
than one year. 丨 
With respect to factors affecting the selection 
of a credit card, after comparing the means, the 
interest-free repayment period was conceived、古s the 
most important factor. Actually, apart from 
advertisement and prestige, other factors were all 
considered as quite important. Factors such as 
16 
annual fee and credit limit were ranked as second 
and third in importance respectively. It seems that 
the technical and fundamental attributes of a credit 
card were still valued much by the respondents. 
However, factors such as advertisement and 
especially prestige were regarded as less vital 
possibly because generally the respondents have 
lower income. The basic factors of a credit card 
were still important to them. Please refer to 
Appendix 12 for details. 
Given the various benefits offered by the 
credit card companies in Hong Kong, we try to find 
out which one(s) is/are more attractive to 
respondents by asking them their preference. The 
most preferred benefit was cash bonus (it is 
credited to cardholder‘s account and is not 
redeemable as cash). The results of t-tests showed 
that it was significantly different from all other 
benefits. The other two favourite benefits were 
waiver of annual fee and discounted merchandise. 
Among the listed five benefits, lucky draw was the 
least preferred one. The results also showed that 
it was significantly different from the others. 
Appendix 13 summarizes the above results. 
Among the 63 participants, 38 of those own at 
least one credit card that has a bonus points 
program. However, only 10 of them had taken 
advantage of the bonus points program (automatic 
redemption like lucky draw was also counted) two 
i • • 
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times or more. The major reason why they rarely 
reaped the advantages was that they found the gifts 
and merchandise unattractive or not useful. Another 
reason was that their bonus points accumulated were 
often not enough. Although the standard deviations 
were quite large, the results might generate some 
implications for credit card companies. 
Nevertheless, most of the participants disagreed 
that they did not care about or were not familiar 
with the benefits of the program. The information 
is shown in Appendix 14• 
Although the number of respondents who had 
frequently taken advantage of the bonus points 
programs (two times or above) was small, they agreed 
most on the view that they could often accumulate 
the required amount of points to get the benefits. 
They considered that the attractiveness and 
usefulness of the gifts and merchandise were not the 
major reasons for their frequent redemption. They 
might not want to waste the points accumulated, so 
they redeemed them for the discounted merchandise or 
free gifts (Please refers to Appendix 15 for 
details). 
With respect to the opinions about the present 
gifts and discounted merchandise, most of the 
interviewees did not have strong opinions dn the 
statements. Within the scores from one to six, most 
of the means fell between three and four. They 
agreed most on the good quality of the merchandise, 
18 
but they slightly disagreed that enough famous 
branded products have been included. They seemed to 
‘ b e quite neutral to the statements that enough 
innovative products or a large variety of products 
have been included. They also neither agreed nor 
disagreed on the attractiveness of the discounted 
prices of the merchandise. Thus, there might be 
room for improvement on the present gifts and 
discounted merchandise (see Appendix 16). 
Some questions relating to the psychographics 
of the respondents were included in the 
questionnaire. The subjects were asked to choose 
three activities they prefer most in leisure time. 
Those who indicated their favourite activity as 
fishing, listening to music or reading were 
classified as the introvert group. Those subjects 
preferred joining social gatherings and karaoke most 
were labelled as sociable and that of playing sports 
as active. By the same token, those like shopping 
most were regarded as fashionable (see Appendix 17). 
Furthermore, some statements were used to test 
the respondents, attitudes towards several events. 
Firstly, the subjects' gambling attitude, was 
examined by asking their opinions towards the 
introduction of one more kind of betting in Hong 
Kong. They were also asked for their views tbwards 
the credibility of lucky draw organizers. Other 
statements were used to analyze the respondents' 
opinions towards new and lower-priced products. 
19 
Lastly, we tried to find out their acceptability 
towards mail order method of purchasing goods. 
Several hypotheses were proposed： 
1. Those who differ in personality (active, 
sociable, introvert and fashionable) behave 
differently in their credit card usage. 
2. The respondents' gambling attitudes and their 
opinions towards the credibility of lucky draw 
organizers affect their usage of credit cards 
that have lucky draws. 
3. Those participants who often try new products, 
make more purchases during big sale, often buy 
a larger package of a product if a free gift is 
attached and rarely try a new product in the 
market without having seen the real merchandise 
in a shop affect their usage of credit cards 
that have discounted merchandise. 
After running several Anova tests and multiple 
regressions, the variable concerning gambling 
attitude generates significant results. The null 
hypothesis is that there is no linear relationship 
between the attitude towards gambling, their 
opirlions towards the credibility of the lucky draw 
organizer (the independent variables) and their 
spending of Credit Card X (the dependent variable). 
The alternative hypothesis is that the two s^ts of 
variables are dependent. The significance level 
chosen was .10. The regression results for the 
variable of gannbling attitude showed that the 
20 
relationship was negative (p = 0.0849). This means 
that the null hypothesis can be rejected at the ten 
percent level. Thus, those who agreed that one more 
kind of betting should be introduced in Hong Kong 
use more Credit Card X when making purchases. 
One interesting finding is that the respondents 
tended to have doubtful attitude towards the 
credibility of lucky draw organizers. As the mean 
score of the statement was higher than average (2.93 
out of 6), it implies that most of the credit card 
users may be sceptical towards the credibility of 
the organizer and the lucky draw itself. 
Another significant psychographic variable 
affecting credit card usage was the subjects' 
attitude towards mail order. Anova was used to 
determine if the subjects' preferred benefits under 
a bonus points program would be affected by their 
attitude towards mail order. It was found that the 
group means were significantly different from one: 
another at a = 0.095. Respondents who preferred 
discounted merchandise tended to disagree with the 
statement that they would rarely try a new product 
...:..- i -
without having seen the real merchandise in a shop.丨 
That means that those who are more receptive of the 
method of mail order like discounted merchandise 
more. 
Concerning the demographics of those who take 
advantage of different benefits of bonus points 
program, .a t-test was used to test the equality of 
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means. The sex variable was compared to the mean 
spending levels of Card X and Card A. For Card A, 
no significant difference was found between gender. 
For Credit Card X, there was significant difference 
between male and female (p = 0.098). The mean Card 
X spending for males was significantly higher than 
that of females. 
Chi-square tests were then used to examine the 
relationship between the demographics of the 
respondents and the preferred benefits of bonus 
points program. There was no significant difference 
in the ranking of preferred benefits between male 
and female. Similar results were found for income. 
Only the expenditure variable and the benefits 
variable were dependent on one another (p = 
0.01465) . Those who have smaller amount of monthly 
expenditure tended to prefer waiver of annual fee. 
This may be due to the fact that the relative less 
well-off group is more price-sensitive, so they 






In order to gain some practical insights into 
the effectiveness, operation and future trend of 
bonus points programs, two company interviews were 
arranged. Specifically, we raised questions on the 
following aspects： reasons for organizing the bonus 
points program； comparison between different kinds 
of benefits； operation and administration of the 
program； effectiveness and trend in future. The 
letter requesting for an interview and the interview 
questions are attached in Appendices 18 & 19 
respectively. 
In general, the opinion of our interviewees 
parallels to our research results. It is also hoped 
that the following information can act as a 
complement to our findings. On the other hand, we 
have identified some areas for improvement and our 
recommendations were put forward in Chapter V. 
Interview with Citibank 
On April 15, 1994, we had pleasure to invite 
Ms. Iris W. F. Wong, Assistant Marketing Manager of 
Citibank Card Products Centre to have an interview 
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with us. The Citibank Bonus Points Program _ 
Citidollars - was first introduced between 1987 and 
1988. The idea was borrowed from Citibank in the 
United States of America. As the bonus points 
program in the U.S. was successful, it was 
introduced to Hong Kong on a trial basis. Since the 
response was quite good, it was retained with much 
improvement and modifications. 
Citidollars was one of the first bonus points 
program introduced in Hong Kong. Each time the 
cardholder uses his/her Citibank Visa Card and/or 
MasterCard, he/she will earn one Citidollar for each 
dollar of card spending. Moreover, if the 
cardholders own both Citibank Visa Card and 
MasterCard, they can even combine the Citidollars 
from both accounts. 
With the Citidollars the cardholders can 
purchase any of the items from the Citidollars 
Catalog at a discount. Some pages of the catalog 
can be seen in Appendix 20. The product will be 
delivered to the buyer (excluding P.O. Box and 
overseas addresses) free of charge. 
The objectives of Citidollars are basically to 
build loyalty among the existing customer base and 
to bring benefits to them. More than that, to 
stimulate heavier usage of the bank's Classib Visa 
and Master cards is also an important consideration. 
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As the entire program tries to bring value to 
all of its cardholders, a large variety of products 
are included in the catalog to cater for the needs 
of different cardholders. Thus, most of the 
products are unisex and the merchandise range from 
household products, educational toys, sports 
equipment, accessories, branded retailer's 
membership card to travel packages. 
The prices of the merchandise are usually not 
very high. Nearly all products are below $3,000 and 
most of them fall below $1,000. It is believed that 
if the products are too expensive, people do not 
have confidence in purchasing them through mail 
order. They would rather see, touch and buy them in 
person. 
Besides price and variety, another criterion in 
selecting the merchandise is its uniqueness. It is 
hoped that the company can bring either innovative 
and unique products that have not appeared in the 
market yet, or quality products at great discounts 
to its cardholders. 
Concerning the financial aspect of the program； 
. . - ！ • 
not much data can be obtained duk to its 
confidentiality. However, according to Ms. Wong, 
they can just breakeven in operating the program. 
The commissions collected from the vendor^s and 
retailers can just cover the production cost of the 
catalogs, the administrative fees and the purchasing 
costs of the merchandise. Since the bank's primary 
9 
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aim is to bring benefits to its cardholders, whether 
the program can generate profit is not the major 
consideration. 
There are several methods and criteria in 
selecting the vendors and the merchandise. First of 
all, the merchandise should be of high quality and 
at competitive prices. Timing is also a vital 
consideration. As the number of people holding more 
than one credit card has increased tremendously, 
Citibank tries to ensure that its merchandise would 
not appear in competitors' list within two months of 
the first publication of the Citidollars Catalog to 
ensure the products' exclusiveness. 
The first method to find the vendors is to cold 
call for branded merchandise and specific products. 
As the marketers realize that Hong Kong people are 
generally attracted by branded products, they try to 
include many of them in the catalog. Another type of 
vendors calls Citibank to sell the products :for 
them. Those products are mostly unique products of 
high quality and have not been included in the 
catalog yet. Finally, there are several suppliers 
‘ I • 
selling private-labelled products to different 
banks. Citibank also considers these products based 
on the criteria listed above. 
Concerning the demographics of frequent 
redeemers, the group of people aged between 25 and 
35 buys the discounted merchandise most. One of the 
reasons is that they find mail order more acceptable 
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than the older groups do. On the other hand, they 
have higher income and purchasing power than the 
younger group. Furthermore, this group is easier to 
be educated and is more willing to try new things 
and products. Nevertheless, no particular gender 
group takes advantage of the program more. 
Asking about the major problems and complaints 
about the Citidollars program, the major ones 
include the suspicious attitudes towards the mail 
order method and the complaint of late delivery. 
For product delivery, the normal time is about four 
to six weeks from receipt of the order at Citibank 
Card Products Centre." However, very often the 
recipients are not at home when the goods are 
delivered, so they complain about late delivery. 
However, as remarked by Ms. Wong, most of the phone 
calls are actually enquiries instead of complaints. 
Although the description of the products in the 
catalog is written as clearly as possible, the space 
is very limited and detailed explanations could not 
be made in the catalog. As a result, many readers 
make enquiries about the colours, size or 
ingredients of the products. Since the merchandise 
is carefully selected and there is a 14-day free 
trial period, only few complaints have been made on 
the quality of merchandise. , 
Besides discounted merchandise, other types of 
benefits, such as lucky draws, free gifts for credit 
_ » , • • • ‘ 
card subscriptions and mileage program were also 
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provided by Citibank. However, the objectives and 
the target market are different for various kinds of 
benefits. Obviously, free gifts for credit card 
applications are used for gaining market share and 
as a response to its competitors' promotions. 
Whereas lucky draws and Citidollars are means to 
retain the existing cardholders and to induce 
heavier usage of its credit cards. However, lucky 
draw is only used as a short-term promotional 
method, while Citidollars tries to establish a long-
term relationship with its customers and to provide 
benefits to them. 
For Citibank Preferred Cardholders (i.e., gold 
card members) , a mileage program for the redemption 
of free air tickets was introduced. As they are the 
higher income group and travel more frequently, it 
is believed that the mileage program is more useful 
and valuable for them. 
However, the redemption of Citidollars at 
present only limits to purchasing discounted 
merchandise； the redemption of bonus points for free 
gifts, waiver of annual fee and cash bonus are not 
considered by Citibank at the moment. Nonetheless, 
we may not be surprised to find these options in 
future. 
Given the popularity of these bonus points 
programs worldwide, it is interesting to know 
whether the program really induces heavier usage of 
credit cards. The answer from Ms. Wong was positive. 
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According to the bank's own survey, the number of 
people enjoying Citidollars丨benefits is increasing. 
Thus, the company will continue the program. 
Not surprisingly, the future outlook of the 
bonus points program is promising. However, it would 
become more popular among other credit card issuers 
and competition is therefore inevitable. In 
response, Citibank tries to bring in more innovative 
and unique products in the catalog. For instance, 
contact is being made with Design Gallery, a place 
where the artwork of Hong Kong's designers is sold, 
to include more unique and quality products in the 
catalog. Furthermore, more flexible options such as 
the Citibank Movie Series have already been 
introduced since last year to offer more attractive 
benefits to its cardholders. 
Interview with American Express 
Besides discounted merchandise, another kind of 
benefit - Mileage Program - of bonus points program 
is also very popular in Hong Kong. Thus, an 
interview was made with Ms. Pinny Yip, Senior 
. • I • 
Marketing Executive of American Express's Consumer 
Card Retention to look into this aspect. 
The American Express Membership Miles (MM) was 
first launched in the United States in 1991 and was 
later extended to Canada, Mexico, Europe and 
Australia. Currently almost 2 million Cardmembers 
around the world have joined the program. 
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In face of keen competition from other airline 
affinity cards, decision was made to extend the 
offer to as many international markets as possible. 
工n September 1993, this program was being offered to 
cardholders in Hong Kong, Singapore, Malaysia and 
Thailand in partnership with two major frequent 
flyers' programs - Asian Frequent Flyers' Passages 
and Thai Airways, Royal Orchid Plus. An American 
Express Membership Miles pamphlet is shown in 
Appendix 21. 
The Membership Miles Program works as follows： 
Cardmembers can earn points whenever they use the 
American Express Card. Every HK$8 expenditure on 
the enrolled Card can earn one MM point. Unlike 
Citibank, all American Express Cardholders, 
including those holding Personal, Gold and Corporate 
Cards are eligible to enrol. Additional Cards are 
automatically linked to the Basic Cards, enrolment. 
Once the spending has reached HK$40,000 (i.e., 
5,000 points) , cardmembers may choose to redeem the 
MM points for free flights from Passages airlines or 
Thai's Royal Orchid Plus. Besides free flights, 
. i -
cardmembers are also offered a wide range of non-
flight rewards that include movie preview tickets, 
fine dining, sun-and-beach breakaway and even a 
round-the-world trip, : 
However, not every cardmember is automatically 
enrolled for the program. They should call a MM 
hotline for enrolment. The enrolment for the 
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program is free for the first year. The annual 
program fee for subsequent years is HK$100. 
The objectives of MM program are to increase 
customers' loyalty and usage of the American Express 
Cards. According to Ms. Yip, as a leader in travel 
and financial services industry, American Express 
felt the need to launch a long-term reward program 
catering for its most important customer segment. 
Concerning the financial aspect, the costs 
incurred for the operation and administration of the 
program include six major items: marketing, 
advertising and direct marketing costs； research 
expenses； operations cost； system development costs； 
cost for rewards and telecommunications. 
A large variety of non-flight rewards are also 
offered by American Express to satisfy different 
lifestyles of the cardholders. The rewards selected 
should support or be consistent with the company‘s 
brand positioning. It should also be unique and 
different from those of the competitors. 
Furthermore, they should match the lifestyle needs 
of the cardholders and are products or services 
offered by an American Express merchant. 
As remarked by the spokeswoman, the frequent 
travelling cardmembers and high spending cardholders 
have taken advantage of the _ program most.、‘工t is 
either because they find the benefits relevant to 
and useful for them or it is easy for them to 
- • • • ...... 
accumulate enough points to earn a reward. 
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Asked if there is any major problem or 
complaint concerning the program, Ms. Yip said that 
so far no major problems are encountered. However, 
she realized that inevitably the competition will 
become more intense in future and each card will 
further expand its program to attract more 
customers. 
So far, the response of this program is very 
good. MM has been very effective in increasing 
usage or spending on the American Express Cards 
among the participants of the Program. Once the 
Cardmeitibers have enrolled in the program, they tend 
to shift their spending onto the same card so as to 
accumulate enough points for rewards. In 1993, it 
has achieved 100% target enrolment. In March this 
year, two movie previews were offered to the enrols 
_ "schindler,s List" and "In the Name of Father" for 
their redemption of points. The response was so 
good that it had to arrange an extra screening to 
accommodate all the cardmembers. 
. By the end of March, the company has already 
received over 300 requests to transfer MM points to 
flying credits in Passages and Royal Orchid Plus. 
It is expected that the response will be even better 
in future. 
Concerning the future outlook, American Express 
will continue to add more value to its reward 
program. Extending the variety of non-flight 
rewards and forming alliances with more airline 
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partners are being considered. 
In conclusion, American Express agreed that 
bonus points programs will become the focal point of 
competition among credit card companies as they 
learn more about how and what kinds of rewards can 
be offered. 
. . : . 、 i -！ 
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CHAPTER V 
IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Factors Affecting the Se3action of a Credit Card 
Out of the twelve factors that may influence 
the selection of a credit card, the most significant 
six were found to be (in order of importance)： 
interest-free repayment period, annual fee, credit 
limit, good general acceptance, interest rate and 
limited liability for card loss. Bonus points 
program, the factor that we are investigating in 
this report, was ranked tenth on the list. It was 
just ranked above the factors prestige and 
advertisement. 
However, we see that three ： of these important 
factors： interest-free repayment period, annual fee 
and interest rate are pricing elements of the 
marketing mix. Pricing is still not the weapon of 
marketers for promoting credit cards in Hong Kong 
for the time being and for several years ahead. 
Equal annual fee is now charged (HK$220 for ordinary 
cards and HK$480 for gold cards) by different credit 
card companies. The war of f ighting for longer 
interest-free repayment period has been suspended, 
with the winner being Manhattan Card Co. Ltd. (60 
1 / 
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days) . The attractiveness of low interest rate, on 
the other hand, is generally less perceivable than 
annual fee and interest-free repayment period by 
cardholders. In fact, cardholders in general do not 
know how much the banks currently charge them for 
overdue balance. Only those who use credit cards as 
leverage may pay attention to the exact rate. 
The reason for non-price competition, as 
, explained by some experts in the industry, is that 
the growth of Hong Kong market is still large. 
Credit card companies choose to compete on benefits 
and services instead of price when there are 
significant economic growth and personal savings6. 
Price competition may only be used when the market 
matures. 
As a result, many cardholders are looking for 
value-added products, which means more benefits per 
dollar paid. Thus good general acceptance and 
limited liability for card loss are ranked high on 
the list. We envisage that credit card companies 
will continue to add more values to their products. 
Bonus points programs will become more and more 
important in influencing the selection of a credit 
card when the program itself is improved and 
cardholders are more familiar with it. 
: . 6 • Chang, Leslie. "Pushing Plastic." Honcf Konq Week, The 
Ac^ian Wall .Street Journal, 18-24 April 1994, p . 10. 
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On the other hand, we think that the research 
findings should be handled with care. Since our 
subjects are students, and they represent the lower 
expenditure group of the whole cardholders, 
population, they are naturally more sensitive to 
price. In addition, since most of the subjects are 
unable to accumulate the required number of bonus 
points to redeem the merchandise, bonus points ‘ 
programs will be less appealing to them. 
Nonetheless, we believe the results are good 
reflections of the younger segment‘s behaviour. 
R(=>.np.fits of the Bonus Points Programs 
In our research we found that the most welcomed 
benefit of the bonus points program was cash bonus. 
Waiver of annual fee and discounted merchandise 
purchase were ranked second and third respectively 
while free gifts and lucky draws were at the bottom 
of the list. 
This result was consistent with the findings of 
our simulation game, which indicated that discounted 
merchandise was preferred to lucky draw by our 
respondents.. 
Then should credit card companies shift their 
benefits to cash bonus or wavier of annual fee? The 
answer is. 'n〇' since these are the most welcomed but 
not the best benefits in our point of view. Our 
reasons are： firstly, these two benefits are in fact 
the pricing elements and as stated in the previous 
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section, we do not recommend the initiation of a 
price war； secondly, credit card companies need to 
pay for these benefits out of their own pockets. 
Discounted merchandise program can pay off by itself 
while prizes for lucky draws can be obtained from 
sponsorship. From financial viewpoint it is 
justifiable to use discounted merchandise instead of 
cash bonus as a promotional tool. 
Nonetheless, it seems sensible for using wavier 
of annual fee for certain market segments. Since it 
was found that wavier of annual fee is most 
appealing to the low expenditure group, marketers 
may use it to attract this group of cardholders. 
One application of this is student visa cards. 
However, the paradox is that the low 
expenditure group usually cannot accumulate enough 
bonus points to redeem for wavier of annual fee 
whereas those who can have enough points do not find 
this benefit particularly attractive. Among the 
credit cards in Hong Kong, we find that for 
discounted merchandise, the required annual spending 
can be as low as $1,000 while for complete wavier of 
annual fee itJ is as high as $50,000. Therefore it 
is unwise to offer wavier of annual fee as well as 
discounted merchandise for all cardholders and let 
them choose the kind of benefits they prefer/ It is 
inadvisable to offer a benefit which is not 
preferred by the qualified ones while the ones who 
want it are not qualified for it. 
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In our opinion, credit card companies should 
consider giving concession to the low expenditure 
group exclusively if they think that they have good 
market potential in future (e.g. university 
students) . Wavier of annual fee can be very 
effective in attracting new trials and in inducing 
heavier card usage for this group of people if the 
required amount of bonus points is reachable. It 
is also feasible as we believe that it can be 
incorporated easily into the existing bonus points 
programs. 
T」uckv Draw 
Using the results of the simulation game we 
found that as a benefit of a bonus points program, 
lucky draw was significantly less attractive than 
discounted merchandise. In Question Seven of the 
questionnaire, lucky draw was also listed at the 
bottom among the five kinds of benefits. 
One possible explanation, which was found in 
Question 15 of the questionnaire, is that many 
respondents were doubtful about the credibility of 
the organizer and 丨 the game. Most credit card 
issuers in Hong Kong are reputable corporations, 
nonetheless, the credibility can be further improved 
if the lucky draws are monitored by independent 
legal or auditing firms and the winners are 
announced through the media. — 
The other possible explanation is that many 
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people feel the chance of winning the prize is 
remote. They would rather prefer discounted 
merchandise since its benefit is more concrete and 
more immediate. Because of this, we would expect 
that people with positive attitude towards gambling 
are more likely to participate in lucky draws. In 
fact, to our expectations, our research found that 
respondents with positive gambling attitude tended 
to use credit cards with lucky draw more. 
The other finding is that more male respondents 
used Credit Card X (with lucky draw as benefit) than 
female respondents did. On the other hand, we 
conducted an Anova test but found that the gambling 
attitude of males was not significantly different 
from that of females. 
The difference may be due to the fact that 
females are born to be shopping-lovers and they find 
discounted merchandise more entertaining and more 
interesting. Besides, since we had assumed an 
apartment as the prize of the lucky draw in the 
simulation game, the prize might be more appealing 
to males than females. 
We cannot make a conclusion here about which of 
the above two factor is more important, however, we 
see that it is imperative to be careful in the 
selection of the prize. Credit card companies must 
match the prizes with the needs and desires of their 
target group. Jewellery and diamonds are more 
appealing to females while apartments and cars are 
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more alluring for males. Both males and females 
find, for example, free travel to Europe and cash 
prize attractive. 
Hence we think that it is worthwhile for credit 
card companies to identify their own target market. 
The target market may be the majority of their 
existing cardholders, or the group of cardholders 
who has the greatest spending power (e.g. business 
travellers). To make their lucky draws more 
effective in inducing heavier credit card usage, 
credit card companies should offer a prize that is 
most appealing to this target group. 
Discounted Merchandise 
Many respondents conceived discounted 
merchandise as an attractive benefit of the bonus 
points program. It was ranked third on the list of 
Question Seven, after cash bonus and waiver of 
annual fee. 
Our research showed that most frequent 
redeemers of bonus points could often accumulate the 
required amount of bonus points to get the benefits. 
This reason is straight-forward. However, the 
interesting point is that it was the main reason for 
the respondents to frequently take advantage of the 
bonus points program. It was not mainly because the 
respondents found the gifts and merchandise 
attractive and useful for them and hence they ... - • 
actively sought for this benefit. Many frequent 
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redeemers just unintentionally accumulate enough 
bonus points and do not want to leave them unused. 
Thus the current discounted merchandise program is a 
better tool for rewarding loyal card users than for 
inducing heavier card usage. 
This conclusion parallels our findings about 
gifts and discounted merchandise. On average the 
respondents do not find the current merchandise 
particularly innovative. Neither do they find the 
price and variety of the merchandise attractive. 
Therefore the discounted merchandise program is not 
an incentive for them to use more credit cards. 
Same conclusion is reached for the reasons why 
the respondents have rarely taken advantage of the 
bonus points program. Infrequent redeemers agreed 
more on the statement "工 find the gifts and 
merchandise unattractive or not useful" than the one 
"My bonus points accumulated are often not enough". 
： N o n e t h e l e s s , one encouraging point is the 
respondents tended to disagree that they did not 
familiar with the bonus points program or they did 
not care about the benefits of the program. This 
i . 
showed that credit card companies have done well in . 
educating and arousing interest of the cardholders 
about the program. 
Since discounted merchandise purchase is 'direct 
mail order itself, it is not surprising to find that 
people having negative a11itudes towards mail order 
find this benefit less appealing. In fact this 
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problem is confronted by all mail order suppliers 
since most customers in Hong Kong have this 
attitude. Our research showed that the respondents 
tended to agree with the statement 丨丨工 rarely try a 
product without having seen the real merchandise ) n 
a shop" (2.98 out of 6) . One solution which is 
currently done by some credit card companies is to 
increase the confidence of purchasers. They offer a 
free trial period and include more branded products. 
Also, they are trying to offer products which are 
good value for money. However, it is formidable 
that the culture of the Chinese is to take shopping 
as a social activity. 
So far, we have identified one area for 
improvement： to include more branded and attractive 
merchandise and to increase the variety of products 
for cardholders. Nonetheless, this is not an easy 
task. A merchandise attractive to one cardholder 
may not appeal to others. Famous branded products 
may not be available at great discounts. Credit 
card companies are also constrained by the available 




Similar to our recommendation to the lucky draw 
program, we suggest credit card companies ' adopt 
target marketing for the discounted merchandise 
program. To start with, they need to do some market 
and customers analysis. Currently some credit card 
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companies invite their cardholders to fill in a 
questionnaire and to express their opinions on the 
present bonus points program. However, the 
information may not be able to reveal the whole 
picture as those respondents are not necessarily the 
representative group. A better way is to conduct a 
research on random samples drawn from the pool of 
the whole credit card market. 
In addition, credit card companies should 
monitor the demographic changes of the whole credit 
card market. They should also be sensitive to the 
needs of their existing customers. They should ask 
themselves questions like： Who are our major 
customers? Which group of people is the fastest 
growing market segment? Which group of people is 
our most profitable segment (high spending power 
and/or high overdue amount)？ With these answers in 
mind credit card companies should offer the kinds of 
merchandise that are most appealing to these 
segments. 
Serving the purpose of rewarding the loyal 
customers, the bonus points program should offer the 
merchandise which the majority of their cardholders 
like. Offering a broad spectrum of merchandise is 
good, however, having a focus is even better. It is 
impossible to try to include everything on the order 
list in the hope that they will find something 
useful. Instead they should know what their major 
customer base is. For example, if the majority base 
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is the young unmarried females, it seems logical for 
the credit card company to offer more innovative and 
fashionable merchandise for the cardholders. 
Going one step further, bonus points program 
can be very effective in attracting new trials and 
inducing heavier card usage if the cardholders find 
the discounted merchandise appealing. In capturing 
the fastest growing group and the most profitable 
segment, credit card companies should understand 
their needs clearly. As an example, the frequent 
flyer program for the American Express cardholders 
is an effective incentive for high spending class. 
V 
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CHAPTER V I 
LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 
The most important limitation of our study is 
the small size of the sample. One thing we have 
overlooked is the difficulty in recruiting subjects 
for the simulation game. We found it very difficult 
to find a time period that was suitable for all 
t 
potential participants. As a result, only 65 
students could be successfully recruited. The small 
sample size has inevitably limited the variety of 
demographics and psychographics of the subjects. 
Furthermore, the sample we used was not a 
random sample. Due to limited financial resources' 
we could only use convenience samples including 
students of the CUHK and the youngsters, so the 
samples might not be. representative of the whole 
credit card market. However, we believe that the 
study can draw valid conclusions and recommendations 
V, 
for the younger segment of the credit card market, 
which is full of potential. 
The. implementation of the simulation tecrhnique 
itself also involves some areas for criticism. 
First of all, demand effect might b e a problem. The 
demand effect is the attempt by the respondents to 
f 
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speculate about the investigator's research 
objectives. It might be possible that the subjects 
speculated the discounted merchandise program was 
intentionally included by the experimenter. Thus, 
they used more Credit Card A to buy products and 
redeemed the points to buy discounted merchandise. 
In fact, after distributing the discounted 
merchandise catalog following the end of period one, 
many of the respondents might intentionally use more 
Credit Card A to buy products. Nonetheless, 
throughout the experiment, the subjects have been 
encouraged to behave as closely to their real life 
as possible. Also, the data of respondents whose 
behaviour were dissimilar were disposed of. 
Moreover, another potential, criticism involves 
the unrealistic aspects of the game. Although the 
subjects were encouraged and reminded to behave as 
closely to actual life as possible, some areas of 
the game might make them behave differently. The 
unrealistic aspect concerns the hypothetical nature 
of the prize of lucky draw. This might affect the 
subjects' spending using Credit Card X. 
• i ‘ 
In sum, most of these problems are natural and 
every efforts have been made to minimize them. Even 
though our experiment contains these limitations, 
our study can still provide much insight into the 




It: is of little doubt that credit card 
companies will continue to add more values to their 
products. Bonus points program will play an 
increasingly important role in determining the 
success of a credit card. We anticipate that 
pricing will not become the most important factor 
until the Hong Kong credit card market becomes 
saturated, a fact that will happen years away from 
now. So, for the time being, benefit is still a 
more important competitive tool. 
Originally, a bonus points program is used to 
reward the customers for their loyalty. However, it 
can be an effective tool in attracting new trials 
and in inducing heavier card usage if it is well-
designed . 
In designing an effective bonus points program, 
credit card companies should bear in mind what their 
target market segments are. It is easy for Visa and 
Master card companies to lose sight of this；" since 
they have a large variety of customers. They feel 
that it is their responsibility to reward all 
customers, not a particular group of people. 
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Nonetheless, in this fast growing market, it is 
wise to start capturing the fastest growing group 
and the most profitable segment by using the bonus 
points programs. They should choose the kind of 
benefits： cash bonus, waiver of annual fee, free 
gifts, discounted merchandise purchase and lucky 
draw, etc. which is most appealing to the target 
segment. The prizes of lucky draw, discounted 
merchandise and free gifts should be selected in a 





One of the Examples showing the Gifts of Bonus 
Points Programs 
換領/訂購「複式積分優惠」禮品一覽表 
SUMMARY TABLE ON GIFT ITEMS 
禮品名稱 Item Item Ho. Ftee Rfedeitiption Item No. Purchase at Discount 
. t- ‘ ’ - •• • ‘“ 
現金紅利 Cash Bonus HK$UO . � 25,OO0分/Po亂 ,.__： " 
Tower Records現金禮券 Tower Records Gift Certificate 9 A _ _ _ j ^ g g ^ g ^ 一 = _ s + = 
功能小 _肉機 Moulinex Mini-chopper . 1 6 A _ _ l ’ l _ P o 丨 n t s + _ 
電影優惠套票 Movie Coupons — 40,000分/Points = 
澳門雙程頭等噴射船船票 Macau Round Trip jetfoil Ticket ^ 40,000^/Pomts 二 _ _ ^ _ _ ^ ^ 
樂聲牌赫器 Nadona丨 WaterPu"；；^ _ _ _ 分 _ 3 _ _ I Z L - i l ^ 。 二 
•L浦恤髮器脑PS Round Brush S . l e r 认 ^ _ _ _ _ ^ 1 ’ 5 _ _ _ 
深训小梅沙兩天愜意遊 Shenzhen Siu Mui Sha Hotel Package ^ 45,000分 /Points，_J： ——^^ 
手提適尔健步器脑 a r i ^ i i ^ 48,OOP 分 / P o i n t s _ _ L i f f l ^ i n 二 ' 
Processor • ] 哪 | 2耀分/P纏jjj^ 
Prn-K謝X G r a - e網球拍 " T ^ i ^ ^ ^ i ^ ^ h i t e Tennis Racket ^ _ _ _ 5 5 ， _ _ _ _ _ L 2 W / P o i n t s . HK 
CASiO遙控跳字錶 CASIO — Control Wristwatch 5 6 , 0 0 0 分 / P o i n g _ _ _ ^ 2.1005^/Points . J T O 
-富豪酒店現金禮券 Regal Coupon HK$500 I _ _ I 2,200分/Po丨nts + HK$440 
宵關金碟聖巨星原裝MTV卡拉OK第五輯 13A 67，OO0分/Points 13B 2,3005}/Points + HK$475 
Polygram Original Artists Karaoke LD Vol. 5 ——： 
錄’93演唱會卡泣Oi"影碟 ？0.0005)/Points HB 2,400分/Poi二 + HK$498 
深圳野生動物園雙人兩天遊 Shenzhen Safari Park Package 32A 70，000分/Points - I 
鲷 膽 M 肚 脇 Kids' B e d d ^ " " ZOA 8 5 . 0 ( X ) 5 > / P o i n t s _ _ ^ 2 , 7 _ _ s + _ 5 
英 _級 _床上用 � d s ’ Bedding 21A 8 5 ’ 0 0 0分 / P o i n t s _ _ 2 - . 7 0 0 5 ^ / P o i n t s . HK$5Z5 
m M m m t ^ - Moulmex C � r f a iron “ J W O ^ ^ _ _ I - _ / P o i : + 
黃帝海择i店浪漫悠閒假期 Gold Coast Hotel Getaway Break .90,000分/Points ：： Z 
飛利沛空氣清謹 Philips Mr Cleaner — _ _ H K $ 6 9 9 
澳丨"j新 ti紀酒活雙人消閑遊 Macau New Century Hotel Package J 34A | 100,000分/Points — 二 I 
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Appendix 2 
The Hongkong Bank Credit Cards Pamphlet 
！ i 
由現在至 3 月 2 6 曰，毎次以滙蜜信用 From now until 26 March 1994, every 
.一 „ . . 一 time you use your HongkoneBank Credit • 卡簽賊，均獲一次丨，000，000哩*免费旅程 ， Card, you get a chance of winning one million 
大抽獎機會，獨享 1， 0 0 0， 0 0 0聯合航空飛行 United Airl ines' Mi leage Plus miles* .The 
索愤 g f•劃哩數免費搭乘聯合航空，世界 world could be all yours ！ 
There are other valuable prizes too, to 
随時可能掘於你丨 keep you in touch with the world: 5 Sharp 
此外，亦有機會寂取多份高科技傅訊 N o t e b o o k compute r s ; 15 Sharp Personal 
‘ Digital Assistant — Expert Pads; 10 pairs of 
產品，包括：聲资牌輋記敏型植腦 5部、截 . Telecom C S L Videophones; 15 Panasonic Fax 
齊牌「人工智能 J t t 子資訊助理（ P D A ) 15 machines; and 5 Hongkong Te lecom C S L 
如 Man /-CT 「时 sa/Ab sa- in G S M B21 Mobile Phones. 部、堪訊 C S L � g 舌視 P h o n e � 視 f 象竜害舌 1 0 -
The more you use your Card, the more 
對、樂整牌 H I 文傅筑機 1 5 部及香港電訊 chances you have of winning. 
C S L G S M B 2 l f e 碼 流 勒 電 話 5 部 ， 簽 卡 The world awaits. 
For enquiries, visit any HongkongBank 
越多.中獎機會越大！ k “ 11 D u 
branch , o r cal l our P romo t i on Hot l ines : 
査詢詳情，請親臨滙豐銀行各分行或 386 1878 (English), 3 8 6 0 6 8 2 (Chinese), or 
^^ _ _ ^ _ . - , � , o u r 24-hour Customer Service: 748 4949 . 致 t a查詢熱線： 3 8 6 0 6 8 2 ( 中 文 ） � 3 8 6 1 8 7 8 
• Lucky Draw wiU take place on 25 April 1994. The. x^'inners 
(英文）或 2 4小時客戶服務部： 7 4 8 4 9 4 9 � ‘ ‘ ‘“ � . � 
Hongkong Standard, Oneural Dotty News and Sing Pao on 
^ … 、 … 一 … p A * . ~ 一 * 2 May /994. Tht winners will also he nodfied hy post. 
•大袖明拥於、•4tr.4f325V1明行.得明名字於5月刊焦於 ‘‘ 
• Each prize (including one million United Airlincs • Mileage 
南-7^m、<MfR、m：^ 四 Si 錢 . m 獎 丹丨 „ „‘,打 „,,.〃 民,、’,„ , 。 ⑶ 加 be 
.fS---nm( sold to anyone, it cannot he convened into cash. If a 
—位持 P 入.不可*他人成折 tit 現金.若公fv卡待 ^^人 Corporate Cardholder or a Company Cardholder ,he 
prize u . , 7 / he awarded to that individual. 
中 W.獎脇"mm身絞者炳 Amw. • Employees of the HSBC Group, its advertising agencies and 
• m 现旗 _ 及 ft廣 Pf 代理公司之所有mt^ 及东颶一m 不得 their re la fives are nor eligible for the Promoliotx. 
•加抽明以吊公允 * T,、€ final decision on the result nf the Promotion rests u rf/i 
HongkongBank. 
• m資銀行保树决定得明fsfttm的践格榷等V， 
• , -•： • 
* 粉八••V售机,一 m «I Iirt «« * United Airlines* Mileage Plus miles 
* ’ w h i c h a r c s u b j c c t to , e L s a n d c o n d i t i o n s o f 
以Wff航?SIR行紧之細n'J爲细. Mileage Plus Programme of United Airlines. 
過 人 實 力 更 多 權 益 • R E I N G B I G G E R H A S ITS B E N E F I T S 
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Appendix 3 
The Standard Chartered Bank Credit Cards Pamphlet 
渣打銀行 液打信用卡誠獻 
「誰是.主」送車大抽獎 
？ ^ t T i H 月月舉行抽獎，連續送出「平治J名貴房市 
且 臉 “ 三部，讓您月月均有機會成爲名車車中.。 
E^jfi^ f ： 由即门起至1994年7月31 口期問，凡成功中請 
U T T _ M I � 爲液打信用卡客戶，或毎次以濟打信用 _簽眼’ 
送 ^ ^ _ ^ 您即可Hi動參加「誰是屯卞J送串大抽獎，毎月有 
^ ^ ^ 機會赢取「平治」名貴房市一部、 
ftw K M ™ Bw ^ T r a r ^ f t K 簽眼越多，中獎機會越大；請即巾請液打 
信用卡，_抱盡情簽賬’消费， 
屯 迎 風 馳 鹤 縱 横 ， 寫 盘 悠 然 y ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
6月30丨1前中靜F， 
H I 丨 確 • 臓 瞧 _ ! 




二 ： 身 處 海 外 ， 痛 細 功 能 ’ 令 您 




The Advertisement for Recruiting CU Students 
(Subjects Wanted) 
RECRUITMENT 
W e are two Master of Business Administration students and we are looking for a group of students 
who are credit-card holders to help us conduct an experiment about credit cards. All 
unclergradiiate and postgraduate students from any discipline are welcomed. The experiment, 
whiclfis ill the form of a game, will be held on campus in late January/early February and will 
last for about an hour. As a token of our appreciation, a $50 voucher of a well-known retail store 
will be given to every participant. In addition, an attractive prize would be given to the winner 
of the game. For those who are interested, please write down your name and contact phone no. 
below or contact either of us: 
An(丨y Hail (Pager : 111387904) 
Daisy W u (3421517) 
Please also help spread this news to your classmates. Thanks! 
Time and Venue : (A) Jan. 27 Thursday 2:45 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. at K H B GI 
(B) Jan. 28 Friday 2:45 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. at TKP 305 
(C) Feb. 4 Friday 2:45 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. at TKP 305 
Name Tel No. Time Available Name Tel No. Time Available 
� 
I I I I 
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Appendix 5 
Worksheets For the Simulation Game (Four Periods) 
Date & Time :_ . 
Seat No. : 
PERIOD: 1 
Part I 
Please indicate whether you want to have credit card X or/and credit card A now. You may have 
the card(s) in later periods but the annual fee(s) will be the same. 
Annual fee of each card is $220 and credit limit of each is $6,000. Card X and card A only 
differ in their Bonus Points Program. For both cards you can earn one bonus point for every 
one dollar you spend on the cards. For every 100 points of card X you can enter into a lucky 
draw once for an apartment (hypothetical). The accumulated points of card A can be redeemed 
to get discounts on purchasing some merchandise. 
Please tick v/ in the box: • Card X • Card A 
Part II 
The following is a spending list which represents a typical student's monthly expenditure. In this 
period you have an income of $4,000, please indicate how you would pay the expenditure (by 
cash or credit cards). All these shops accept credit cards. 
Please respond as closely to your actual/real behaviour as possible. 
Card X (if Card A (if 
Spending 麵 you have) you have) 
1. Buy three books from a book • 
store ($500) $ $ $ 
2. Buy some stationery from a 
shop ($60) $ $ $ 
3. Pay for a buffet in a hotel ($450) $ $ $ 
4. Buy a pair of "Levis" blue 
jeans ($400) $ $ $ 
5. Buy a "Baleno" T-shirt ($120) $ $ $ 
T O T A L A M O U N T : $ (a) $ (b) $ (c) 




Please complete the following statement using your figures (a), (b) and (c) in Part II. You have 
to decide the amount of cash payment to settle the credit cards，outstanding balance. 
Statement of Balance 
Initial Cash Balance : $ 0 
Income ： $ 4,000 
Cash Expense : -$ ⑶ 
Credit Card X 
Annual Fee ($220 if you have applied for it in this period) : 
Initial Overdue Amount ： $ 0 
Interest Expense == Initial 
Overdue Amount * 2 % : $ 0 
This month's Expense : $ 0>) 
Payment Amount by Cash : -$. . •“ 
Ending Overdue Amount : $ ⑷ <$6,001 
— — ^ ^ ― 
Credit Card A 
Annual Fee ($220 if you have applied for it in this period) : 
Initial Overdue Amount : $ 0 
Interest Expense = Initial 
Overdue Amount * 2 % : $ 0 
This month's Expense : $ (c) 
Payment Amount by Cash : -$ • _ 
Ending Overdue Amount ： $ (e) <$6,001 
Ending Cash Balance : $ (0 
. i ‘ Part IV ！ 
Accumulated Bonus Points 
Credit Card X Credit Card A 
Beginning Accumulated Points: 0 0 
This Period's Points: (b) (c) 
Ending Accumulated Points: (g) (K) 
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Seat No. : 
PERIOD: 2 
Part I S u m m a r y of IPresent Position 
1. Credit card(s) now you have: • Card X U Card A 
2. Please copy figures from your sheet in Period 1. 
Cash Balance: $ 
Credit Card X Credit Card A 
Overdue Amount: $ (d) $ ^^ 
Accumulated Points: __(g) (⑴ 
3. Please indicate whether you want to have credit card X or/and credit card A now if you have 
not applied for it/them previously. 
Please tick / in the box: Card X • Card A 
Part II 
In this period you have an income of $4,000, please indicate how you would pay the following 
expenditure (by cash or credit cards). All these shops accept credit cards. 
Please respond as closely to your actual/real behaviour as possible. 
- Card X (if Card A (if 
Spendine ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
1. Pay for your pager's 3 months 宋 
service fee ($900) $ $ — — ^ 
2. Buy two CDs from a music 实 
shop ($200) $ ^ — — 
3. Pay for your purchases in a I 宋 
supermarket ($250) $ ； ^ — — 》 — — 
4. Buy a birthday gift for your 宋 
friend in a gift shop ($200) $ ^ — — 》 — — 
5. Buy an overcoat from a ^ 
boutique ($400) $ $ — — ^ — — 
TOTAL AMOUNT： $ (i) $ CD $ (^ ) 
PLEASE DO NOT TURN OVER UNT I L YOU ARE INSTRUCTED TO DO SO. THANKS! 
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Part III 
Please complete the following statement using your figures in Part II. You have to decide the 
amount of cash payment to settle the credit cards’ outstanding balance. 
Statement of Balance 
Initial Cash Balance : $ (0 
Income : $ 4,000 
Cash Expense : (0 
Credit Card X 
Annual Fee ($220 if you have applied for it in this period) : 
Initial Overdue Amount •• ⑷ 
Interest Expense == Initial 
Overdue Amount * 2 % : $ 
This month's Expense : $ (i) . 
Payment Amount by Cash : _ : _ _ i . 
Ending Overdue Amount : $ 0丄 <》、um 
Credit Card A 
Annual Fee ($220 if you have applied for it in this period) ' 
Initial Overdue Amount : $ (e) 
Interest Expense == Initial -
Overdue Amount * 2 % • 乏 _ — — 
This month's Expense : $ (k) 
Payment Amount by Cash • , ^ ^ ^ ^ n m 
Ending Overdue Amount : $ (:）<$6，001 
Ending Cash Balance : • $ (n) 
Part IV 
BonUS PointS 
Credit Card X Credit Card A 
Beginning 'Accumulated Points: (p fj^ ) 
This Period's Points: ① ⑷ 
一 Ending.Accumulated Points： . (o) — (P) 
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Seat No. : 
PERIOD: 3 
Part I S u m m a r y of Present Position 
1. Credit card(s) now you have: O Card X LJ C^ ard A 
2. Please copy figures from your sheet in Period 2. 
Cash Balance: $ (n) 
Credit Card X Credit Card A 
Overdue Amount: $ (0 (m) 
Accumulated Points: (o) __(P) 
3. Please indicate whether you want to have credit card X or/and credit card A now if you have 
not applied for it/them previously. 
Please tick v/ in the box: • Card X • Card A 
Part II 
As you want to buy a mini hi-fi for your room you have worked hard and earned an income of 
$6,000 in this period. Please indicate how you would pay the following expenditure (by cash or 
credit cards). All these shops accept credit cards. 
Please respond as closely to your actual/real behaviour as possible. 
Card X (if Card A (if 
Spending _ y m U l M ^ y^" have) 
1. Pay for a dinner in a Chinese 
restaurant ($600) $ $ 
2. Pay for the bill of karaoke with 
your friends ($800) $ $ ^ 
3. Buy a mini hi-fi in a department 
store ($3,500) $ $ ^ 
4. Buy two concert tickets ($300) $ $ $ 
5. Buy a "Giordano" umbrella ($70) $ $ 、 $ 
T O T A L A M O U N T : $ ( r ) $ (s) $ (丄） 
— — — — — ~ nr 二 ——— 
PLEASE DO NOT TURN OVER UNT IL YOU ARE INSTRUCTED TO DO SO. THANKS! 
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Part III 
Please complete the following statement using your figures in Part 11. You have to decide the 
amount of cash payment to settle tlie credit cards，outstanding balance. 
Statement of Balance 
Initial Cash Balance : $ (n) 
Income ： $ 6,000 
Cash Expense : -$ (r) 
Credit Card X 
Annual Fee ($220 if you have applied for it in this period) : 
Initial Overdue Amount : '$ (1) 
Interest Expense == Initial 
Overdue Amount * 2 % ‘ $ 
This month's Expense : $ (s) . 
Payment Amount by Cash : -$_ . 
Ending Overdue Amount : $ (u) <$6,001 
Credit Card A 
Annual Fee ($220 if you have applied for it in this period) : 
Initial Overdue Amount : $ (m) 
Interest Expense = Initial 
Overdue Amount * 2 % • 
This month's Expense : $ (0 . 
Payment Amount by Cash : -$ • 
Ending Overdue Amount : $ 0 ) <$6，001 
Ending Cash Balance : $ (w) 
Part IV 
AccumulaM Roniis Points 
Credit Card X Credit Card、A 
Beginning Accumulated Points: (o) (P) 
This Period's Points: (s) (0 
Ending Accumulated-Potrils:- …（x) (y) 
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Seat No. : 
PERIOD: 4 (Last period) 
Part I S u m m a r y of Present Position 
1. Credit card(s) now yoii have: Q Card X LJ Card A 
2. Please copy figures from your sheet in Period 3. 
.Cash Balance: $ (w) 
Credit Card X Credit Card A 
Overdue Amount: $ (u) $ (v) 
Accumulated Points: (x) ：_(Y) 
3. Please indicate whether you want to have credit card X or/and credit card A now if you have 
not applied for it/them previously. 
Please tick \/in the box: • Card X • Card A 
Part II 
In this period you have an income of $5,000, please indicate how you would pay the following 
expenditure (by cash or credit cards). All these shops accept credit cards. 
Please rcopond as closely to your actual/real behaviour as possible. 
Card X (if Card A (if Redeemed 
Spending Cash you have) you have) Pomte 
1. Buy a pro-Kennex squash racket 
($400 for cash, $350 if redeem 
1,000 bonus points of card A) $ $ 
2. Buy a bag in a department 
store ($300) $ $ $ 
3. Buy a pair of "K-Swiss" Sports 
Shoes ($550 for cash, $480 if 
redeem 1,400 bonus points of • 
card A) $ $ —— 
4. Buy a set of suit in a 
boutique ($1,500) $ $： $ 
5. Buy a "Teac" Portable Compact 
Disc Player ($2,000 for cash, 
$1,700 if redeem 6,000 bonus 
points of card A) $ $ $ 
TOTAL A M O U N T : ( 1 ) $ (2 ) $ (3 ) 
r = = = = = = = = = = = — = — — 
Check that your total redeemed bonus points do not exceed your total accumulated points 
(y) when making purchase decisions. 
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Part III 
Please complete the following statement using your figures in Part II. In this period, you have 
to settle all credit cards，outstanding balance by cash. 
Statement of Balance 
Initial Cash Bailee : $ (w) 
Income ： $5,000 
Cash Expense :-$ (1) 
Credit Card X 
Annual Fee ($220 if you have applied for it in this period) : -$ 
Initial Overdue Amount : $ (u) 
Interest Expense == Initial 
Overdue Amount 牛 2 % : $ 
This month's Expense : $ (2) . 
Payment Amount by Cash : $ : 
Credit Card A 
Annual Fee ($220 if you have applied for it in this period) : - $ _ _ 
Initial Overdue Amount : $__ O ) 
Interest Expense 二 Initial • 
Overdue Amount * 2 % • $ 
This month's Expense : $ ⑶ • 
Payment Amount by Cash : $ • 
Ending Cash Balance : $ 
Part IV 
AccumulatftH Bonus Points 
— i 
I Credit Card X ； . 
Beginning Accumulated Points: _(x) 
This Period's Points: : ⑶ 
Ending Accumulated Points: 
a— _ I I " - I 4 
Fnr Office Use Only 




The Discounted Merchandise Catalog For the 
Simulation Game 
Credit Card A "Bonus Points" Catalog 
PERSONAL 
— Jurassic Park Watch 
I / The original Jurassic Park Watch with the 
J / \ \ . dinosaur logo and uniquely designed black leather 
I / \ X ^ ^ j ^ ^ ^ H ^ M I strap is a popular choice. Comes with a metallic 
/ gift box, it will surely please your friends and 
S f p r i c e : $350 
W Discounted price: $310 + 800 bonus points 
— ^ Pro-Kennex Squash Racket 
^ y Helping you to attain optimum 
Z \ performance in your squash games is the Pro-
V Kennex Super Dominator Squash Racket. 
/ \ Carefully constructed with fiberglass and a 
/ I Y mixture o f metals, the racket is extremely light. 
/ l W ^ / I / C ome s with its original，attractive racket cover . 
Z^^M^ f I Retail price: $400 
Discounted price: $350 +1,000 bonus points 
K-Swiss "Classic" Sports Shoes 
K-Swiss "Classic" Sports Shoes have been 
/^k j ‘ — tailored to give you the utmost in comfort and 
( T ^ ^ / V J ^ / style. Made with the finest white bull-grain 
/ I ^^^ 免h f ^ leather from Argentina, featuring extra rubber 
/ ^ ^ " / • y A ^ t r ^ modeled outsoles for longer wear and Poron 
, / innersoles for superb cushioning. Comes in all 
/ / i ^ m sizes for men and jwomen. 
^ m L ^ f W Retail price: S556 
Z m f e j Discounted price: $480 +1,400 bonus points 
^ ^ *Select the right size at the designated K-Swiss 
retail shop. 
— I ^ ^ S M E T ^ I Lancel "BRIGHTON LINE" Shopping Bag 
V ^ ^ S ^ ^ m B l J L I t a l i a n - d e s i g n e d Lancel handbags have 
乂 been popular with,the ladies. This " BR IGHTON 
l ^ s J ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ S S B ^ ^ ^ ^ B ^ ^ L INE" Shopping Bag combines outstanding 
craftsmanship and durable black coated canvas, 
f j ^ \ j P S I f f i P B ^ ^ ^ ^ B H ^ H B > especially good for weekends. 
\ V k \ Size: 4 6 cm (L ) x 3 0 cm (W ) x lOcm(D) 
Retail price: $600 
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HOUSEHOLD 
_ � � 、 、 ， Turbo Microwave Oven 
s - � 一 � s � ^ This compact sized Turbo D M R 622 
Iff ^ r ^ - . � : : : H: . ，汽〜 S / Microwave Oven has a turn table design, a 5-level 
“ f 爾 ^ power control for better and faster cooking. It also 
f P S S ^ I ： m has an automatic shut-off device to safeguard 
V 姆 i i S ： ^ S f J ^ m everyone in your family. Microwave output is 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ / ^ m 7 5 0W , a level higher than similar model. 
y / ^ f / W Volume: 17 litres. 
Size: 5 0 cm (W) x 4 0 cm (H ) x 2 5 cm (D ) 
^ Retail price: $1,200 
Discounted price: $1,000 + 4,000 bonus points 
/ \ I m Innovative 2-iii-l Phone 
\ | V ^ j ^ l - ^ This contemporary design combines 
( U I ^i ^ ^ T S V^tZ ^^^ \ telephone and answering machine in one. Handy 
V ^ I W ^ a f i i / functions include 10 automatic memoiy dialing 
f | m S i l > . J f ^ S s ^ numbers, auto rewind and screen call functions, 
P 《 ； L J Discounted price: $460 + 1,200 bonus points 
AUDIO-VISUAL 
Sharp 2-in-l 14" TV Set 
/ This Sharp VT - 1 4 8 0D 2 - in - l 14" T V Set 
;/. combines video recording and television functions 
J / \ \ in one. Other advanced features include: 
/ J W ^ ^ ^ ^ S I ^ B M B ® ' automatic head cleaning, digital programme 
( ( J A m ^ ^ ^ ^ H search system, 8-hour replay, 4-programmes 
fl^^^^mSSM^ \ I J preset in 30 days and auto-replay. Plus the 
^ ^ m S ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ K B H ^ - # convenience o f earphone j ack and 2-in-1 remote 
y ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ F X Retail price: $5,000 
, _ . � Discounted price: $4,500 + 10,000 bonus points 
\ j ^ j f ^ ^ M f c i r ^ Teac Portable Compact Disc Player 
Teac PD -P9R Portable Compact Disc 
( ( X Player from Japan gives you excellent sound 
1 \ Jr. quality because o f its 1 bit left/right dual D A 
\ \ j y j converters and 8-time oversampling. Plus 20 
) r v I Z memory, song search and bass variation. Comes 
乂 , ^ s ^ ^ ^ ^ P ^ ^ P ^ r I with a pair o f remote control earphones. 
‘ Size: 16cm(L) x 12 . 5cm(W) x 2 . 8cm(T ) 
Z Retail price: $2,000 





Dear fellow students, . . 
Please help us complete the following questionnaire. We ensure that the information is 
only for academic purpose and will be kept in the strictest confidentiality. Thank you. 
Please circle the appropriate number. 
Part I - Experiment . 
1. What do you think the objectives of this experiment are? 
2. How similar is your credit card usage (the relative amount of payment by cash, 
card A and card X) in this experiment to your past or expected behaviour? 
Very similar l—> Go to Q 5 
Similar 2 - > G o to Q 5 
Dissimilar 3 — > Go to Q 3 
Totally Dissimilar 4 — > Go to Q 3 
No idea 5--->GotoQ5 
3. In what aspect(s) is/are your past/expected behaviour dissimilar to your 
behaviour in this experiment? 
More Same Less 
Cash Payment 1 2 3 
Credit Card A Usage 1 2 3 
Credit Card X Usage 1 2 ^ 
Overdue Amount 1 2 3 
Discounted Merchandise Purchase 1 2 3 
Others, please specify : 1 2 3 




I want to win the prize in this experiment. 1 2 3 4 5 6 
The prize of lucky draw in this experiment 
is not real. 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Carrying cash is inconvenient in real life. 1 2 3 4 5 6 
In real-'lifer^ sing credit cards too often* 
make me overspend. 1 2 3 4 5 6 
The interest-free repayment period of credit 
card is longer in real life. 1 2 3 4 5 6 
‘ / 
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Part IT - Credit Cards 
5. H o w long have you been using credit card services? 
< 6 months ‘ 1 
6 months - 12 months 2 
> 12 months ^ 
6 H o w important are the following factors in affecting your selection of a credit 
. c a r d ? Very Not Important Important 
Advertisement 1 2 3 ， ^ ^ 
Annual fee 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Bonus points program 1 2 ^ ^ 二 
Credit limit 1 2 3 4 5 b 
Free gift(s) for application 
Free purchase or travel insurance • 1 2 】 驾 二 
Good general acceptance 1 2 3 A 5 
Interest-free repayment period ^ ^ I a I 6 
Interest rate 1 2 l . <： f, 
Issuing bank | \ \ 】 《 \ 
Limited liability for card loss \ ^ i . c \ 
Prestige ； \ 
Others : 1 2 J 4 〕 o 
7. Choose 3 benefits which you prefer most when your bonus points are redeemed. 
(Same $ value per point except lucky draw) 
1 = Most preferred 2 == 2nd most preferred 3 = 3rd most preferred 
Cash bonus (credited to your credit card account and 
not redeemable as cash) 
Discounted merchandise purchase 
Free gifts — 
Lucky draw (e.g. for a car, apartment, etc.) 
Waiver of annual fee 丨 
Others : I 
8. Does any of your credit card(s) have a bonus points program? 
Yes 1 
No 2—--〉GotoQ13 
1 do not know 3----〉Go to Q13 
9 H o w many times have your bonus points ever been redeemed to get benefits? 
(automatic redemption like lucky draw is also counted) 
Below 2 times 1 
2 - 4 times 2 - - - � G o t o Q l l 




10. W h y have you rarely taken advantage of the bonus points program? 
Strongly Strongly 
agree disagree 
M y bonus points accumulated are often not 1 2 3 4 5 6 
enough. I find the gifts and merchandise unattractive/ 
not useful. 1 2 3 4 5 6 
I do not have confidence on the quality of the 
gifts and merchandisQ. 1 2 3 4 5 6 
I ani not familiar with the bonus points 
ptogram. 1 2 3 4 5 6 
I do not care about the benefits of the bonus 
points program. 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Othks : 1 2 3 4 5 6 
— > Go to Q12 
11. W h y have you frequently taken advantage of the bonus points program? 
Strongly Strongly 
agree disagree 
M y bonus points are automatically redeemed 
(e.g. lucky draw). 1 2 3 4 5 6 
I find the gifts and merchandise 
attractive/useful. 1 2 3 4 5 6 
I can often accumulate the required amount 
of bonus points to get the benefits. 1 2 3 4 5 6 
I actively seek the benefits of the bonus 
points program. 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Others : 1 2 3 4 5 6 
12. What are your opinions about the present free gifts and discounted • j merchandise? i 
Strongly Strongly 
agree disagree 
Enough famous branded products have been 
included. 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Enough innovative products have been 
included. 1 2 3 4 5 6 
A large variety of products has been 
included, 1 2 3 4 5 6 
The quality of the products is good. 1 2 3 4 5 6 
The discounted prices of the merchandise 
are attractive. 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Others : 1 2 3 4 5 6 
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Part m - PersnnnI Opinions and Background 
13. What is your major field of study at C U H K ? 
Architecture ^ 
Arts \ 






14 Choose 3 activities that you prefer most to do in your leisure time 
. 1 = most preferred 2 = 2n'd most preferred 3 = 3rd most preferred 
Fishing 
Joining social gatherings 
Karaoke 




15. What are your opinions about the followings? 
Strongly Strongly 
agree disagree 
One more kind of betting (e.g. dog racing) , 
should be introduced in Hong Kong. 1 2 3 4 ：) 
I often doubt about the credibility of the ^ ^ 6 
lucky draw organizer. 
My w。rk is often well planned ahead. 1 2 ^ ^ ^ 
I often try new products in the market. 1 3 • a \ 1 
I often make more purchases during big sale. 1 2 3 4 ) 0 
When I buy a product (e.g. shampoo), I often 
choose the larger package if it has a free 
gift attached. 1 2 3 4 5 0 
I rarely try a product without having seen 
the real merchandise in a shop. 1 2 3 4 5 





17. Your age is : 
<20 i 
2 0 - 2 2 - L 
> 2 2 
18. Your household monthly income per family member is about: 
< $2,001 1 
$2,001 - $6,000、 \ 
$6,001 - $10,000 \ 
$10,001-$14,000 \ 
>$14,000 ^ 
19. Your family premise is :. 
self-owned ^ 
rented and public 
rented and private 
provided by company 
Others : ‘ 
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The Letter Requesting For Company Interview 
C303 Postgraduate Hall Complex, 
The Chinese University of Hong Kong, 
Shatin, 
New Territories 
20 January, 1994 
Dear Sir/Madam, 
Re : Request for an interview, 
‘• 
W e are two Master of Business Administration students of the Chinese University of 
Hong Kong and we are currently undertaking a graduation research project on the bonus 
points program of credit cards. W e sincerely hope that we might have the opportunity to 
have you shared with us your expertise and valuable experience in this field. 
the purpose of this study is to investigate into how to make a successful bonus points 
program. Specifically, we would like to raise questions on the following aspects : the 
reasons for organizing the program; its operation and administration; its effectiveness and 
its trend in the future. As the information is of paramount importance to our fulfilment of 
the project, we cordially hope that you can spare your precious time to have an interview 
with us. W e ensure that the information is for academic purpose only. If you so desire, we 
would send a copy of our completed report for your reference later. 
The interview can be arranged at any time that is convenient for you. Your kind 
assistance would be much appreciated. If you can kindly spare your time to attend the 
interview, please contact either of us : 
Andy Hau Ka Hau Pager : 1113 87904 
Daisy W u Wei Chi Home. : 3421517 
or we will contact you next week to confirm the interview. 
Thank you for your kind attention. 
Yours faithfully, 
Hau Ka Hau, Andy W u Wei Chi, Daisy 
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Appendix 19 
Outlines of Company Interview Questions 
1. W h e n did your company first launch the bonus points program (i.e. you can get 
one point for each dollar purchases made by your credit card, and you get redeem 
your points to buy discounted purchase or get free gifts such as air tickets)? H o w 
did your company come up with the idea? 
2. W h y does your company adopt the bonus points program? H o w do you compare 
the program with the other promotional methods? 
3. What sort of costs are incurred for the operation and administration of the 
program? . 
4. In what criteria is the merchandise/free gifts selected? D o you find any difficulty 
in soiircing the branded merchandise/free gifts? 
5. What is the customer reaction towards the purchase of merchandise? Is there any 
type of discounted merchandise/free gifts that is more popular? 
6. H o w does your company choose among the various types of premiums (e.g. lucky 
draw, waiver of annual fee, discounted merchandise, free gifts such as mileage 
programs) of bonus points program? 
7. Which type/group of people has taken advantage of the bonus points program 
most? -
8. What are the major problems of operating the bonus points program? Have your 
received any complaints concerning the program? 
9. Evaluate the effectiveness of this program in inducing the heavier usage of credit 
cards. 
10. H o w do you perceive the future trend of the bonus points program? Will it 
become more popular among the credit card issuers? Or just the opposite? 
11. Is your company considering any new developments of the bonus points program? 
(e.g. frequent flyer program with more airlines or others) 
^ — . . . ‘ 
iX 
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‘ Appendix 20 
Some Examples of Merchandise in Citidollars Catalog 
playing all your favorite music. With dynamic mega bass 
fc^ 丄 、 X « for superb sound. 
n ，，A« c r r ,1 這部立體聲if耳筒卡式機,既可歸，更可敦深愛的勁歌金曲，超重 S l l i i k ^ " " 低音效果音質完美，是夏日的消閒良伴。 
謹 “ 二 = r ) ： 匿 S i s r 
Sony Video 8手提微錄罹 CCD-TR303E (PAL) Enjoy the dynamic sound of this portable Sonv Discman 
This camcorder features lOX power zoom with autofocus 僅 digital bass boost and electronic shock protection. It 
and auto back light. It can be set at different shooting comes complete with rechargeable battery pack and 
modes and contains a black/mosaic fader for special carrying ca^ ‘ 
effects. Other features include tapeMttery check, sta^stop 有了這部手提Sony鐳射唱碟機，您便可細心欣賞數碼科技和電子防震 
.丨系統帶來的清赌質及超勁低音:隨機更附送充電器及皮套。 
這部i盈的手提攝錄機備有10倍ZOOM全面自動對焦及自動調節背景 IgD My First Sony FM/AM Analog Clock Radio 
光線,可攝錄不同的景像,更備有black/mosaic淡入淡出的特別效果。 _ ICF-A6500 
其他功能還包括影帶/«池檢查器、開練機觀指示、自動加插日期/ My First Sony FM/AM@_收音機1CF.A6500 
時間棚期麵示及遙控開啟、停機及讓。 S ^ S t ' h S ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
(66 Sony Recording Walkman WM-GX51 the time. 
I Sony錄音耳筒卡式機m^ GXSl 這款趣缴的鬧鐘收音機可幫助孩子早睡早起.準時起床上學,另備有 
This slender stereo Walkman is great for recording and , 四種得意聲響可隨意選擇。孩子不再遲到,更可學懂看時間。 
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狩思铕思賊径坦迪钩生思® from the hustle and bustle. Apart from sun and sand, 
atidoUars is proud to present 11 superb travel packages cebu also offers lots of water sports and handicrafts 
for you to cho^e from, at discounts of up to 50%. Now shopping. 
has to be the time to plan your great escape. Your package includes roundtrip airfare on Cathay 
How about relaxing somewhere in Asia for a few pacific, 3 nights' accommodation at Maribago Bluewater 
days - on the beach in Cebu, Langkawi or Guam, Resort k Mar Y Cielo Resort, daily breakfast and airport 
soaking up "heaven on earth" in Bali, or shopping and transfer .� 
dining in Singapore? •BsassHBBaaMi i i f l i t tEMHMlWPf tm—l ia i f f lMMi 
You can head for Australia's colorful Great Barrier 
Reef, the world's 1 吨est living thing. Or the spectacular 
scenery of New Zealand. Hawaii beckons, with its golden 
sands and laid-back lifestyle 一 or maybe you'd prefer 
the excitement of L.A. and San Francisco, 
But there's more. You can experience the grandeur 
and charm of Paris and London. And even the ancient 
mystery of the pyramids on a luxury Nile cruise. i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H H i i H i i i i ^ S W & f t . ' i “ 
Our special Citidollars prices include roundtrip 宿霧的陽光與海養、水上活動及充滿特色的手工藝品，當能為您一洗 
economy air fares, accommodation at first-class hotels 鬧市的煩囂。 
=sf=vt:=iiS’ —y 腿包括國雜空公司來回機票、三晚酒店住宿(Maribago 
y^ s和t^ l^^ S^以下的十_^ 旅程，為您提供多個理想選擇， BluewaterResort或MarYCidoResort)�每日早餐及機場來回專車 
並為您節省高達50%。 接送 
如您只有數天假期,大可前往截顾洲地區舒展一下身心— ， . C J 
躺佯在宿霧、浮i交怡細島的答里島清澈的海水， TS^nmS^ 
或者到新加坡，飽嘗各式美食.及盡情購物。 ， Another gorgeous island getaway：.Langkawi in Malaysia 
或者,您可前往澳洲,欣賞世界七大奇景之一的大堡礁、；往 has a unique blend of tropical ambience and 
夏威夷踏在金黃细沙上，好好享受人生;又或者’您較喜歡前往美國 comprehensive leisure and dining facilities. 
洛杉磯、三藩市歡渡假期？ Your package includes roundtrip airfare on 
此外"！您還可選擇前往古色古香的巴黎、倫敦,或者乘搭遊輪’ Makysia Airlines, 4 nights；accoiiuBodation at the 
到四=國之-的埃及,探索神秘的金字塔。 “ B e a e h Reso., daily breaMast _ .rport 
下列優惠價已包括來回機票、高級酒店雙人房住宿及/或每日 充滿熱帶色彩的浮羅交恰，為您提供多姿多采的消閒活動及美食 
早餐及接送往纖。 選擇'。.:.. I 
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Appendix 21 
The American Express Membership Miles Brochure 
I - m I : : r ~ i H — i 
I jg^iii^iji I I I I I 
I , ^ I I I A p p l y f o r t h e C a r d , | 
I 請即申請美國運通卡 j :f: I and ea rn e x t r a o r d i n a r y r e w a r d s j 
參加「會員室賞J積分計劃 5； w i t h M e m b e r s h i p M i l es . 
^ g ^ ^ ^ ^ m 現在加 A 運 通 卡 會 員 • “ Bccome an American Express^" Cardmember 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ J 以 - n ow and jo in Membe r sh i p Mi les . It's a program 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 行 列 ， 您 所 有 的 連 通 I “ - 1. , ^ 1 r 
I 國 I : I t h a t turns all your spending o n the Card — tor I 
卡 簽 賬 ， 包 括 旅 遊 � I '丨： travel, shopping, dining, or entertaining - into 
I ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 購物、飮食及娱樂，、I ‘丨： I free flights and other exciting rewards. You cnn 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 均 可 透 過 _ 醒 「 符 I earn A-cc flights c.ntw.^:cqucntnycr programs： 
‘ Passages*, our first partner and A s i a � p r c m i c r 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 则 1 贯」積分 _丨卜換 i； frequent flyer prc.^rnm; and Tlvai's Roya l O r ch id 
I 収免代棟—iVi及各項們丨丨H大贤。毎常您以運通卡1 1' P l u s , our newest partner . Just pay for your j 
簽購彳�H I .訓之航空公司的機票，即可同時累積 ！ fli^^hts with t l . cCn rd , and you'll earn points on 
L 八 丁办 m「众 m " � Membership Miles, and frequent flyer kilometer/ 
飛行rn.敕和「付lam赏J積分。現e•參與「付i^ iK i I , . , , , , ri,-,r I I ； I mileage crcdits, at the same time. A n d the hist I 
ft�的杭'字公司创丨沖宵JI丨5洲飛行明勵射 ； . . t i m e y o u fly with T1训’S Royal Orch id Plus’ you'll 
j 則及黎航�"V^家風丨猫優忠J(竹次搭乘泰航更可I 丨  "earn 2 , 5 0 0 bonus points. S o with Membersh ip 
麟 _ 2 , 5 ( 痛 ) , 將 為 您 難 衆 多 途 徑 ， 更 M Miles , free flights con . c faster! O r you can 
I I j I redeem your ；iccmiuilatcd pomts into dining, I 
體 磁 • 空 公 司 的 免 謹 票 及 各 • • 大 . • ⑶ 咖 a _ c n t p r i vH e购 o r even n 
'n： ’ 如 t 究 光 晚 餐 � m m m � 郭 朽 們 閒 怫 益 � I trip arcnnul the world. App ly now , and vvc 
以〒環遊丨丨丨:界歷之脓！現凡加入成為運通丨？ 丨 will waive the H K $ 1 0 0 annual Membership I . , "，. I I I Miles nrocram fee for the first year. So Hurry I 
f m , i l K ?記珍加「符艮讯賞 J衍分形 1丨卜均巧 ^ ^ , 丨 
I I 丨 I 一 there's no better time to cnrn the rcwnrds i 
褪豁免 n r 印 � f r 附丨 m j 印伐港附丨元。請勿錯 | o f Cnrdn.c .nhc-ship! For f\nthcr inf^.nnat.on, 
j 過晚收免 / m 幾票及各•切們閒大賞的最他機卜 'I please cnll t h e Membership Miles Hotline on 
I ， V / :刻加入池通1�合艮行列。丧詢許情，歡 561 1221. 
… 行 ' t u m t t j 熱 躲 � 2 1 2 丨 。 1’ 丨 , . , A . , . M l . 
‘ I i I ‘ Passages ；lirlincs incli.clc Sin^nporc Airlines. M;<l;»YSi» I 
•「允iKtffj爪山新加坡、瑪來两仏國泰、喘：丨：、勝安、 ‘ Airlines. r^ciHc. Su-issair. Si lkAir . British Ainvnys 
等 R / > � ^ f U也利航公同聯 f V提 n t � . 八Mines. 
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